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Abstract: Tour planning has become both challenging and time-consuming due to the huge amount
of information available online and the variety of options to choose from. This is more so as each
traveler has unique set of interests and location preferences in addition to other tour-based constraints
such as vaccination status and pandemic travel restrictions. Several travel planning companies
and agencies have emerged with more sophisticated online services to capitalize on global tourism
effectively by using technology for making suitable recommendations to travel seekers. However,
such systems predominantly adopt a destination-based recommendation approach and often come as
bundled packages with limited customization options for incorporating each traveler’s preferences.
To address these limitations, “thematic travel planning” has emerged as a recent alternative with
researchers adopting text-based data mining for achieving value-added online tourism services.
Understanding the need for a more holistic theme approach in this domain, our aim is to propose
an augmented model to integrate analytics of a variety of big data (both static and dynamic). Our
unique inclusive model covers text mining and data mining of destination images, reviews on tourist
activities, weather forecasts, and recent events via social media for generating more user-centric and
location-based thematic recommendations efficiently. In this paper, we describe an implementation
of our proposed inclusive hybrid recommendation model that uses data of multimodal ranking of
user preferences. Furthermore, in this study, we present an experimental evaluation of our model’s
effectiveness. We present the details of our improvised model that employs various statistical and
machine learning techniques on existing data available online, such as travel forums and social
media reviews in order to arrive at the most relevant and suitable travel recommendations. Our
hybrid recommender built using various Spark models such as naïve Bayes classifier, trigonometric
functions, deep learning convolutional neural network (CNN), time series, and NLP with sentiment
scores using AFINN (sentiment analysis developed by Finn Årup Nielsen) shows promising results in
the directions of benefit for an individual model’s complementary advantages. Overall, our proposed
hybrid recommendation algorithm serves as an active learner of user preferences and ranking by
collecting explicit information via the system and uses such rich information to make personalized
augmented recommendations according to the unique preferences of travelers.

Keywords: recommendation system; big data analytics; thematic recommendations; tourism

1. Introduction

In data-driven markets, digital platform competitors reliably offer effective advice.
Recommendation engines are a powerful tool for internet companies [1,2]. While thematic
recommendation systems employ deep technologies such as deep and reinforced learning
for data streaming in eCommerce applications (platforms such as Spotify, Netflix, and
Amazon), other sophisticated sectors such as travel, insurance, logistics, and healthcare are
still in their early days of adoption. There is a need for smart recommendation systems [3,4].
Particularly in the travel sector, travel planning companies that started in the past two
decades (e.g., Skiplagged in 2013, Google Flight in 2011, Airbnb in 2008, Kayak in 2005,
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HomeAway in 2004, SkyScanner in 2003, TripAdvisor in 2000, and Expedia in 1996) could
have sustained their services with smart recommendation systems.

Currently, travel decisions are predominantly made without the full knowledge of
several alternatives and options based on user-specific preferences. Potential travelers
resort to travel agents to recommend rather than make their own decisions due to a lack of
information/awareness of new destinations. Furthermore, the information available over
the Internet adapted with filtering and selection methods used by search engines can pro-
vide limited guidance only. With large amounts of information available online, travelers
can get overwhelmed during their decision-making process. With recent developments
in technologies and practical tools available to process big data, there exists an abundant
opportunity to build automatic or semiautomatic systems that would provide a range of
alternatives and suggestions based on user preferences to help travelers in their decision-
making process. These form the key motivations of this research work that aims to design
and develop a prototype of a travel recommendation system with edge technologies and
effective models. However, prior to scoping an effective travel recommendation system,
we considered the current state-of-the-art practices in the industry and their limitations.

At present, most of the key travel industry players continue to rely on a destination-
based recommendation approach in the form of travel packages [5]. However, more
inclusive data-driven insights are required for modern travel recommendation systems
to provide personalized advice. A smart recommendation system could be developed to
meet the varying needs of individual tourists in terms of personal tastes, interests, travel
habits, and other contextual preferences influenced by time and monetary constraints [6,7].
Currently, potential tourists are provided with a plethora of choices from a variety of fixed
package-based recommendations that can lead to decision fatigue; furthermore, they fail to
meet the consumer requirements effectively [5,8].

Recommender systems form a subclass of information filtering system to predict users’
preferences and recommend items that are likely interesting to them. Companies using
recommender systems focus on increasing sales as a result of very personalized offers
and an enhanced customer experience [7]. Recommendations typically speed up searches
and make it easier for users to access the content they are interested in, and then surprise
them with diverse offers they would have never searched for. Smart recommendations
depend on intelligent modeling of the information filtering process, which is a key focus
of this research work in developing a travel recommendation system that has a potential
contribution to the growth of the tourism industry.

Tourism is a significant part of many national economies, and the immense shock
to this sector resulting from the pandemic is affecting the wider economy [9]. Travel
recommendations are considered one of the most complex tasks, as they use a variety
of data for models, such as images, textual descriptions, user trip details, user ratings,
and information influenced by other users. While many travel recommender systems are
data-centric, they lack user focus and situational or impulsive aspects that play a major
role in the decision making of potential tourists. Several dynamic changes in the global
environment such as weather, political situation, natural disaster, pandemic status, and
news feeds are not considered. The lack of new-generation recommender systems capable
of considering such big data to include context-, user-, and sentiment-aware analytics
forms the key motivation for this paper. To address this gap in the literature, we focus on
proposing a user-centric context-aware model by employing suitable augmented big data
analytics for developing a prototype travel recommender system (TRS). Furthermore, the
travel and tourism industry desires to grow from a traditional tourist destination image
(TDI)-based recommendation services to a more accommodative smart and interactive
solution. This forms the focus of our approach in proposing a smart travel recommendation
system in this research work.

In this paper, we propose an augmented model to integrate analytics of a variety of
big data (both static and dynamic) such as destination images, reviews on tourist activities,
weather forecasts, and recent events via social media for generating more user-centric
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and location-based thematic recommendations efficiently. This would address the current
limitations in online tourism services and enhance existing recommendation models that
predominantly use text mining for “thematic travel planning”.

We consider two key aspects critical in our approach toward developing an effective
travel recommendation system. Firstly, our proposed system should be able to manage data
that are dynamic. Dynamic data comprise varied scaling, freshness, and stringent factors
against noise. Secondly, our recommender system should be contemporary in adopting
a hybrid processing model that can be divided into parts: front-end, transport, storage,
serving, online training model, and offline training model. Inclusiveness comes from
domain expertise in identifying untapped data resources that are either internal or external
to the organization. For example, with the evolution of social media and communication
technologies, online travel reviews (OTRs) have grown significantly, allowing users to
post their travel experiences, opinions, comments, and ratings in a structured way. Recent
studies have proposed models to analyze information displayed in search engines for
measuring TDI but have not considered OTRs that are not indexed in search engines [10].
Furthermore, with the advent of behavioral analytics, personalized recommendations
proliferate the space of eCommerce, music, social media, and TV. This presents a significant
opportunity to enhance the capabilities and offerings of traditional travel recommender
systems that currently exist predominantly on the basis of location information and social
contexts [11,12].

The prototype of our thematic dynamic travel recommender system employs predic-
tion models with four categories of data collected, namely, (i) images, (ii) reviews, (iii)
climate, and (iv) social media, along with location-based user constraints and preferences.
The value proposition of our proposed model works on various levels of personalization
such as generic, targeted, transient, and persistent. Our travel recommendation algorithm
also considers popular destinations, users’ personal preferences, recent travel history, and
long-term travel preferences. Thus, the recommendation prototype caters to both indi-
vidual and travel agent needs. On the basis of the initial results, the recommendation
system widens the search of travel destination options to second-tier cities. Furthermore,
our experimental study revealed that, when the user articulates specific preferences similar
to search engines, the recommendation converges more quickly.

Our proposal leverages using augmented big data, along with collaborative filtering
techniques and crowdsourcing, to build an effective recommendation system that assists
the user in their decision making for tourism activities. We used a big data processing
architecture capable of storing, consolidating, and spotting new trends and insights from
disparate information associated with various travel destinations and user contexts. Our
implementation first consolidates the heterogeneous data from various sources, filters
the relevant information, and creates semi-structured data frames using a scalable frame-
work (Apache Spark). The mix of structured and unstructured data is then preprocessed
and analytically modeled using machine learning techniques such as time series forecast-
ing, sentiment mining, and artificial neural networks. The new innovative hybrid model
generates insights that are inclusive of users’ personal preferences (highest priority), envi-
ronmental factors, and destination-based features. These analytical insights form the basis
of our front-end information retrieval app (prototype implementation) that provides desti-
nation suggestions according to current user preferences. Furthermore, our TRS provides a
user-friendly interface, which allows users to articulate their requirements and preferences
using free text that makes the interaction more conversational. One tricky challenge was to
filter essentials from the massive unstructured news feed that were relevant to potential
destination choices. While the current model can pick hints from the bag of words it is
being trained on, training and fine-tuning can be improved in further extension of our
work with more data from the internet.

Overall, this paper is aimed at developing an end-to-end prototype TRS to evaluate
our proposed big data-based recommendation model using augmented user-centric data
analytics of various themes and arguments with relevant current environment details of
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potential destinations. Since the model was built for cluster deployment and uses a general
scalable framework for analytics modeling, automatic scaling and model tuning are flexible
in case of future extensions and fine-tuning.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the background
of this study by providing a detailed review of the literature with a comparative analysis
of existing models of TRS and establishes the relevance of big data in developing content-
based TRS for the future. We explore various big data techniques for the creation of such a
content-based TRS. In Section 3, we study the state-of-the-art recommendation techniques
adopted by existing TRS solutions in both commercial systems and academic research
studies. This section focuses specifically on identifying the merits and limitations of
existing models to propose an enhanced TRS model. In Section 4, we describe our proposed
thematic TRS using an augmented big data analytics model and prototype development.
Section 5 provides the results obtained with the evaluation of our proposed TRS prototype
using a sample user-centric and context-based dataset. Lastly, Section 6 concludes with a
brief description of the outcomes achieved and suggestions for future research.

2. Background of the Study

With increasing data availability in online travel systems, the challenge of assisting
users with an efficient way to narrow down their search in arriving at a suitable travel option
has grown dramatically. Big data are dynamic, unpredictable, and largely consumer-driven.
It is the direct consequence of ubiquitous technology and Internet connectivity available
all the time. With the advancement in big data processing, recommendation engines have
sharpened their ability toward better predictions. Although there are fewer changes in
the foundational computation models, the newer processing techniques, collaborative
filters, and behavioral aspects of users could influence the way in which recommender
systems are built over time. This section systematically presents various commonly adopted
recommendation models, the evolution of three generations of recommendation engines,
a comparative analysis of the literature on novel works, and the relevance of big data in
developing an effective travel recommendation system.

2.1. Travel Recommendation Modeling

Commercial travel intermediaries (e.g., Expedia.com or TripAdvisor.com), tourism
agencies, and government organizations in various destinations employ TRS to increase
turnover (e.g., sell more hotel rooms and increase advertising revenue). According to stud-
ies regarding the models of TRS, there are six different classes reported in the literature [1].
We describe the commonly adopted recommendation models below.

Content-based: This model learns to recommend items that have similar features in the
information content as compared to those that the customer liked or rated in the past. For
example, in Booking.com, if a customer has booked a hotel with the feature “pet-friendly”
in their information content, the system learns to recommend other hotels with this feature
for future bookings.

Collaborative filtering: This model recommends to the customer items that other users
with similar tastes have liked in the past. This is sometimes referred to as people-to-people
correlation and uses neighborhood-based methods. Users are recommended to destinations
depending on similar behavior pattern of other users collaboratively.

Demographic: This model recommends items according to the demographic profile
of the customer, such as gender and age, and it may not need the history of the customer.
For example, users are directed to specific travel web sites according to their language
or country. However, earlier studies showed that using demographic information alone
is not sufficient for an accurate prediction of ratings in recommending the most relevant
attractions to the tourists [5].

Knowledge-based: This model recommends items according to specific domain knowl-
edge about how certain item features meet customer needs and preferences, and how the
items are useful to the customer based on conversational dialogue. For instance, a destina-
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tion management organization can advertise a bundle or complementary attractions to a
specific customer according to the information collected such as destination, itinerary, and
purpose of travel.

Community-based: This model recommends items according to the preferences of the
friends of the users. For instance, TripAdvisor learns to recommend hotels that have been
rated positively by the users’ friends on Facebook.

Hybrid recommender systems: These systems are based on the combination of the
abovementioned models and uses the technique that best suits the situation. For instance,
collaborative filtering methods suffer from new-item problems, making them unusable
to recommend items that have no prior ratings. This is not an issue for content-based
approaches since the prediction for new items is based on their given features. Given
several approaches, hybrid systems can provide more contextualized and personalized
recommendations to a customer, e.g., different recommendations for winter versus summer
vacation.

2.2. Evolution of Travel Recommendation Systems

Recommendation systems can be classified into three generations on the basis of the
technology maturity they demonstrate, end-user involvement necessitated, and optimal
results provided from the traveler’s perspective [13,14]. The first-generation recommen-
dation systems were from expert traveler opinions, according to top attractions, rankings,
and opinion blogs made by other travelers. This pioneer generation does not incorporate a
personalization feature. The second-generation travel recommenders are aimed at reducing
the explicit user inputs required, which results in reduced overhead for the traveler. At
this stage, personalization is achieved through classification and prediction processes. The
third-generation travel recommender systems attempt to incorporate multidimensional
aspects for the recommendations. They attempt to provide solutions to all associated
activities that a traveler needs to consider during planning.

2.3. Comparative Analysis of the Literature

With the increasing utilization of location sharing services and applications, location-
based social networks (LBSNs) have enlarged the scope of TRS to include geospatial location
and location-related content. With advancements in web/mobile technologies and social
media, novel approaches with the use of contemporary user features and data attributes are
emerging in modeling TRS. Some of the recent developments summarized in these studies
suggest that the use of sentimental attributes along with attributes for point of interest
(POI) mining can improve the recommendation performance. However, problems such as
cold start continue to be challenges that need to be addressed and solved effectively [15].
Whereas eCommerce sites mostly apply knowledge-based and content-based approaches,
and recommendations are confined at the destination level [7], recent research studies
have adopted collaborative filtering more commonly in TRS [8,9]. In Table 1, we identify
the merits and demerits of novel studies on travel recommender systems covered by the
surveys in [6,13,14].

2.4. Big Data Relevance for Travel Recommendations

At a tactical level, big data refer to “datasets which could not be captured, managed
and processed by general computers within an acceptable scope” [16]. At a more strategic
level, big data represent the “information assets characterized by such a high volume,
velocity, and variety to require specific technology and analytical methods for their trans-
formation into value” [17]. Travel industry players such as travel suppliers, online travel
agencies, and global distribution systems can access an extensive amount of data that are
captured during normal business interactions across the travel value chain [18]. Further-
more, players from the closely related industries, such as the airline, hotel, and food and
beverage industries, also hold rich information. While these information sources cannot be
mapped at a user level, an accurate augmentation of core travel-related data is possible
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on the basis of a destination or a specific tourist attraction. Lastly, another significant
proportion of travel-related information can be obtained from external sources such as
travel blogs, online travel reviews, and social media posts as user-generated content. Such
content can take different forms including texts, images, or videos.

Table 1. A comparative analysis of novel studies on travel recommender systems.

SN Title Merits Demerits

1

A novel POI location-based
recommender system utilizing
user location and web
interactions

Sparsity problem is
solved Accuracy problem exists

2
A rich sentimental travel
schedule via sentimental POI
mining and recommendation

Sentiment analysis is
used for POI mining

The sparsity problem is not
examined

3

Author topic model-based
collaborative filtering for
personalized POI
recommendations

Sparsity problem is
solved

Only textual information is
used

4
User-based collaborative
filtering for tourist attraction
recommendations

Efficient in tourist
attraction
recommendation

Number of visits is
considered as the implicit
feedback

5

A personalized
geographic-based diffusion
model for location
recommendations in LBSN

Nearby POIs can be
recommended using a
single model

Time of check-in and
categories of location are
not considered

6
An HITS-based POI
recommendation algorithm for
LBSN

Performs well in
precision and recall

Geographical distance is
not considered

7

A random walk around the
city: new venue
recommendation in
location-based social networks

Predicts previously
unvisited places

Not efficient for abundant
data

8 Price and profit awareness in
recommender systems.

Incorporates
purchase-oriented
information into
recommendation
algorithms

Only short-term
perspectives are considered

9 Semantic wordnet-based
approach

Strong conceptualization
and connectedness

Interpretations are weak
and subjective

10 Heuristic search for
recommendation

Extra information about
mode of transport

Cannot effectively
recommend points of
interest in a new city

11 Fuzzy logic and use of genetic
algorithm

A detailed itinerary with
time duration for each
point of interest

Not completely accurate
recommendations

12 Hybridization and machine
learning High accuracy

Suggestion is only based on
points of interest; nothing
considered for tour plans

As a result, travel and transportation CEOs ranked the “information explosion” due to
big data as a key reason for the transformation of their organizations [19]. Such transforma-
tion is visible from the reduction in the number of travel agents in the US from 124,000 in
2000 to 74,000 in 2014, as reported by Atlantic [20]. While this signifies a gradual shift and
growth of virtual travel agents, the pace of adaptation seems quite slow when compared to
other related industries such as airlines or taxi services for local commuting. A key reason
behind this is the unavailability of holistic and intelligent analytical frameworks that can
provide customized recommendations taking a user’s requirements into consideration,
similarly to how a travel agent does so traditionally [21]. As demonstrated in Section 3, the
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available commercial solutions cover only some of the big data aspects such as volume and
velocity, thereby limiting the potential of such solutions. To have a broader context about
an optimal solution, we first evaluate different travel-related data sources as a function of
the seven key characteristics of big data, as summarized below.

Volume: Volume covers data from multiple sources, e.g., travel blogs, online travel
review websites, and social media in the form of travel experiences. Another source is the
mobile device location-based sensor network. Studies have found much value in using
sensor-based information data such as geolocation to push real-time marketing promotions
to tourists [22,23].

Velocity: Velocity in the context of tourism data can be interpreted in two ways, i.e., the
speed of input data generation and the speed of responsiveness [24] The former includes
capture, storage, and analysis [1,25]. In general, a little loss in velocity for improved
business value is acceptable in practical situations [1,25].

Variety: Variety refers to all the structured and unstructured travel data collected
manually and automatically by systems, which can be used for a better customer experience
when analyzed using advanced analytical and machine learning techniques [10,24,26].

Veracity: Veracity relates to the accuracy and truthfulness of acquired information, in
the context of emerging problems, such as fake and paid reviews that now impact approxi-
mately 15% of the data. In this context, data entry errors by customer service executives
can play a major role at this stage. This is further emphasized by a low 54% trust coefficient
of online reviews, although user-generated content that is known to be unsolicited and
unbiased can contribute toward the accuracy of a recommendation system [2,10].

Value: The value of all these sources of information can be described by their im-
portance in driving better and more tailored recommendations for the users. Destination
images have also been used in different ways, either to capture a customer’s lifestyle
attributes or to detect their choices and preferences [24]. Twitter data have also been used
for the same purpose in other studies [18]. Weather and cost information by actual users
can drive higher reliability of the findings [25].

Connectedness and Infer-ability: Although external data are only loosely connected at
a destination or tourist attraction level, they do not impact the infer-ability aspects when
aggregated over many users [10]. Furthermore, the infer-ability is positively impacted by
the unsolicited content generation process, without any bias or modification in the absence
of any explicit incentive commitments. On the negative side, infer-ability is affected by
the absence of proper feedback from users about the importance of specific information in
their decision-making process. Table 2 summarizes the criticality of these different big data
aspects for tourism data.

Table 2. Importance of different big data aspects for tourism data.

Volume Velocity Variety Veracity Value Connectedness Infer-ability

High Low High Medium High Low Medium

Among the seven big data characteristics, volume, velocity, and variety are the top
three aspects that have attracted the IT professionals to delve into big data capabilities
for tourism industry [19]. The concepts of big data have been borrowed and leveraged in
multiple ways in this domain, ranging from the most basic premise of handling massive
datasets to integrating disparate data types for the generation of real-time insights [23].
The real-time applications of big data concepts have, however, largely focused on tackling
transactional issues of travel, such as route planning [19], pushing location-based marketing
promotions [23], finding cheapest tickets, or generating alerts pertaining to next best
offers [20].

More strategic applications of big data techniques and infrastructure focus primarily
on the supply side for driving better decisions about market segmentation, spend behavior
analysis, and return-on-investment optimization [22]. Using the same supply side of infor-
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mation, different studies have focused on specific areas and usages of big data, including
the creation of aggregated dashboards [27], dynamic product pricing, and prediction of
tourist volumes [25]. However, the key limitation of any such analysis is that it completely
overlooks the user-related information and ends up recommending the same or similar
options to all users. In [23], the author argued and articulated concisely that the “next
best action is different to the next best offer, an approach that prevails today”. Following
this train of thought, the author emphasized the relevance and importance of the demand
side of information that originates from a user’s preferences and choices. Integration of
demand levels can facilitate the revenue maximization process by improving the conversion
rates. This is due to the tailoring of the management process for service offerings with the
foremost requirement of meeting the customer’s preferences.

Recently, several studies have come up with interesting findings using such user-
generated information. In [27], the authors used a centralized repository for user metadata,
including the user’s search history, social media features, and marketing campaign-related
information to create four different indices related to the customer, namely, visit, health,
wealth, and lifestyle. While the approach was objective and user-focused, it assumed
that the quasi-static user features were sufficient to infer about travel decisions and, in
turn, ignored the importance of the situational or impulsive aspects. Potentially, this can
lead to recommendations of the same or similar places to a user every time, reducing the
variety of options with a user’s evolving taste. This issue can effectively be dealt with
by overlaying the framework proposed in [23], which suggested combining a natural
long-term propensity of purchase of a customer to a short-term intent as captured by
spontaneous signals such as web searches. Similarly, a more advanced study aimed at the
creation of a “destination image” that captures the traveler’s perception about a place by
aggregating a large corpus of travel reviews [10].

Given these encouraging findings in recent research studies, we performed a detailed
review of the existing commercial TRS solutions, identifying their strengths and limitations
with respect to the big data opportunities identified above. We also delved deeper into
the analytical aspects to help create an objective proposal for our prototype solution
development.

3. Analysis of Current Techniques
3.1. TRS Interfaces and Functionalities

It is common to have TRS interfaces presented with a web and/or mobile device
orientation. Due to the exponential increase in mobile devices, most web-based TRS also
have a mobile device counterpart.

• Web-based recommenders are highly user-friendly with easy access to information
from other related sources, such as maps, images, and videos. Examples include City
Trip Planner [28], e-Tourism [29], Otium [30], and EnoSigTur [31].

• Mobile recommenders are more focused on providing only the relevant and essen-
tial information and are designed to be portable for travel [32]. Examples include
MapMobyRek [33], MoreTourism [34], and LiveCities [35].

• According to [36], the two most successful web-based recommender system tech-
nologies are Triple hop’s TripMatcher and VacationCoach’s expert advice platform,
Me-Print (used by travelocity.com).

• TripleHop’s TripMatcher is a recommendation software based on artificial intelligence
and human knowledge that advises users on the destinations that best match their
needs and preferences [37].

• VacationCoach exploits user profiling by explicitly asking the user to select one from a
set of predefined traveler profiles, which induces implicit needs that the user does not
provide. Alternatively, the user may choose to provide precise profile information by
completing the appropriate data entry form [38].

Both recommender systems try to mimic the traditional offline travel agents, from
which users seek advice on a possible holiday destination. From a technical viewpoint,
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these systems primarily adopt a content-based approach, in which the user expresses their
needs, benefits, and constraints using predefined features/attributes. The system then
matches the user preferences with travel services in a catalogue of destinations. As such,
they are inherently limited in generating recommendations on the basis of the existing user
profile; thus, they are ineffective in promoting new destinations or new tourist activities.

Other popular travel sites, such as Expedia.com.sg and TravelAdvisor.com.sg, use
web query interfaces to ascertain customer needs before retrieving data from relevant web
databases. Typically, a customer wanting to book a hotel would have to search multiple
sites to find the best value hotels. Given the increasing number of travel sites, this process
is usually tedious, frustrating, and time-consuming. As a better but more challenging
alternative, the authors of [2] proposes constructing a global query interface that allows
uniform access to disparate relevant sources. The customer indicates their requirements in
a single global interface, and all the underlying sources (or databases) are automatically
searched and scraped. The retrieved results can then be integrated as shown in Figure 1.
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A good TRS is expected to provide broad suggestions to the users and allow them
to choose their travel routes along with activities. The usage of multiple techniques to
filter the activities for generating the recommendation is a new scope in this domain.
These recommendations are manifested by the TRS functionalities, which may include tour
packages, list of attractions, itinerary, and social media capabilities.

• A tour package may include flights, hotel, and accommodations, as well as tourist
attractions [39]. TRS of this type are used by travel agencies to find suitable travel
packages for customers. Examples include PersonalTour [40], Itchy Feet [41], MyTrav-
elPal [42], and Traveller [43].

• Tourist attractions, temporal events, and other places of interest are usually ranked
on the basis of destination, budget, and other information provided by the user [44].
Content-based and contextual analysis are usually considered for the recommenda-
tions in these types of TRS such as Turist@ [45]. Examples in the Singapore context
include TripAdvisor’s Things to Do in Singapore [46], Singapore tourist attractions
reviews by local experts—TheSmartLocal [47], and MakeMyTrip’s Places to Visit in
Singapore [48].

• Planning a travel route guides the user in preparing a route plan to include sev-
eral places [49]. Some examples are CT Planner [50], City Trip Planner, e-Tourism,
and Otium.
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• Social functionalities allow users to interact and share information with other tourists [51].
For instance, Itchy Feet and MoreTourism allow users to organize events or activities
with similar tourists apart from interacting and commenting.

A comparison of different interfaces (web, mobile, and hybrid) and functionalities
(tourist attraction, destination, trip planner, social features, and context-aware) used in TRS
are provided in [52].

Recent developments in TRS point to the increasing use of multimedia content and
data mining techniques to predict and make recommendations. For instance, by using the
sharable content object reference model [53], the TRS collates information related to the
recommendation (photos and videos) and converts them into either a Flash movie or a
synchronized multimedia integration language presentation.

Another area currently being explored is the utilization of social data and tools to
differentiate cluster of users from cluster of items [52,54]. This possibility allows the use of
collaborative filtering by using the data collected for a social recommender system in TRS.
For example, TripAdvisor connects users via Facebook to their friends and shares relevant
content about where their friends have traveled and where they would like to visit in the
future.

3.2. Analytics Approaches in TRS

In TRS, the numbers of users and items are very large. As a result, traditional TRS
utilizes partial information for identifying similar attributes of users. In recent years,
researchers have expressed varying views on how to employ big data and data mining
techniques, as well as social network data, to enhance traditional TRS with better prediction
and improved accuracy. Some of the common modeling techniques suggested in these
studies are the following:

• Filtering techniques: content-based, demographic, and collaborative [44];
• Model-based: genetic algorithm, neural networks, fuzzy logic, Bayesian networks,

singular value decomposition, and latent semantic indexing [55–57];
• Hybrid: user-to-user k-nearest neighbors and item-to-item k-nearest neighbors [58];
• Memory-based: similarity measures and aggregation approaches [59].

A summary of techniques used in modeling TRS was provided by [52]. As can be
observed, topic-based context-aware travel recommendation systems are gaining traction
due to the accessibility of mobile phone and photo-sharing websites with huge volumes of
community-contributed geotagged photos [49,60].

Despite the attention and studies reported by other researchers, TRS is still in its
early stage of development and has not achieved the level of maturity in other domains
such as book purchase and movie recommendations. As such, there remain significant
improvement opportunities [61,62], some of which we plan to tackle during the second
phase of our project, as outlined in the next section.

4. Proposed TRS Model and Prototype Development
4.1. TRS Modeling Requirements

Leveraging analytics to drive competitive advantage is now a cliché. The usage and the
application of big data, along with appropriate analytical techniques, are no longer aimed
at driving incremental benefits, but rather inspiring new ways of transforming processes,
organizations, or even an entire industry [19]. Deep analysis of a customer’s buying
patterns allows organizations to move beyond mass marketing and toward more relevant
and persona level targeted marketing tactics. Such analytical insights can help develop
self-service capabilities to meet individual customer needs and identify new product and
service opportunities.

Context-aware recommendation of personalized tourism resources has been made
possible by improvements in computing capabilities and the invention of powerful filtering
algorithms which can match a user’s profile in the form of interests and contexts against a
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large knowledge base of tourism resources [7]. However, this knowledge base requires a
collaborative development approach due to the heterogeneity, volume, and dynamic nature
of the underlying resources as outlined in Section 2. In [63], the authors mined information
from social media, community-based photographs, and user experience to come up with
the final top k query algorithm. Inspired by these studies and specifically by the framework
presented in [16], we first categorized the potential information modeling from big data
sources according to their permanence in determining travel recommendations, as shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Modeling of information requirements from big data sources for TRS.

It should be noted here that any user-related information, such as demographics, past
purchases, or interaction histories were kept outside of the scope for prototype development.
This is because such information is generally internal to the companies, and obtaining a
sizeable and representative dataset may pose a practical challenge at this stage. The solution,
however, was planned in a way that can easily augment such user-related information in
the future to drive more refined recommendations. It should also be noted that all these
different types of information need not be gathered from different sources. Information
such as “nearby places”, “things to see”, and “things to do” may all be available or
derivable directly from the same destination description. Keeping this in perspective, we
also identified the potential sources to gather and create all the key information, as outlined
in Table 3.

Table 3. Mapping of data sources with big data characteristics and their usage in TRS Model.

Source Volume Velocity Variety Veracity Value Usage in TRS Model

TripAdvisor High Medium Text and
Numeric High High User feedback and

sentiment mining

Lonely Planet Medium Low Text High High Description, nearby places,
geographical features

Twitter High High Text Medi-um Medium Recent events
FlickR Medium Medium Image High Medium Things to see/do
Tutiempo Medium Low Numeric High Medium Weather information
Latlong Low - Numeric High High Geolocation, nearby places

Lonely Planet Medium Low Text High High Description, nearby places,
geographical features

Twitter High High Text Medi-um Medium Recent events
FlickR Medium Medium Image High Medium Things to see/do
Tutiempo Medium Low Numeric High Medium Weather information
Latlong Low - Numeric High High Geolocation, nearby places

Once the relevant sources were finalized, after a brief evaluation of the quality and
quantity of available information, we considered overlaying the frameworks outlined
in [4,15]. We arrived at our proposed TRS model consisting of eight stages, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Our TRS model is proposed with independent modules for different data types from
different big data sources up to stage 5. These include mining the information gathered
and preprocessing from each source using suitable techniques. The analytical techniques
are decided on the basis of the related studies. Given below are some techniques adopted
for a different context.

(i) In [62], the authors used topic modeling on user reviews using latent Dirichlet al-
locations to create destination attributes or aspect information before performing
sentiment mining;

(ii) In [63], the authors included detailed step-by-step text and sentiment mining processes
for generating similar insights, although the scope was restricted to hotel reviews only;

(iii) In [18], the author proposed a “chatter index” to capture the recent events from
Twitter data;

(iv) In [24], the authors used demographics to complement image-inferred attributes.

While some of the existing studies focused on extracting user attributes to supplement
demographic features, we plan to use the same concept for destinations, i.e., to extract
destination-related features and augment them with the attributes obtained from other
data sources.

Once each module provides satisfactory results, our model uses triangulation and
interpretation of these results in stage 6 to create a consolidated list of attributes describing
each destination. These attributes include the activities, offerings, geographical features, or
other relevant information that are pertinent for a user’s decision making. Similar to the
findings in [10], we expect these attributes to help create a “destination image” in the user’s
mind. A key benefit of this modular approach is the flexibility of addition or deletion of
big data sources in future providing scope for scaling, without disrupting the functioning
of the TRS. The output of stage 6 is a structured data matrix where each row represents a
destination and the columns capturing the degree of fulfilment of different attributes for
that destination, e.g., for Singapore as a destination, the attribute “beach” may have a value
of 1, whereas the attribute “mountain” would have a value of 0. Furthermore, our TRS is
modeled to create normalized fulfilment values for each attribute in the [0, 1] range such
that these can directly be interpreted as probabilities.

Once this data matrix is created, the recommendation system is ready to interact
with the user through a front-end system, as captured in stage 7. The purpose of the
front-end system is to input user requirements and preferences, which are then mapped
to these predefined attributes. Once mapped, the most relevant destinations satisfying
the user needs are looked up from stage 6 output and are displayed to the user. An
appropriate visualization scheme [64] for displaying these top destinations matching with
user preferences and constraints [65] forms the final stage 8 of our proposed TRS model.

In a nutshell, the stages in our proposed TRS model follow a high-level big data
architecture with an end-to-end data pipeline, as depicted in Figure 4. Most of the input
data are sourced through web crawling and scraping, which are then preprocessed, ingested,
and integrated the data processing (analytics layer) to create a knowledge base for each
destination. Once the knowledge base is ready, it is used in an intelligent search-based
information retrieval process in the data serving layer, which can interact with the end-user
through a presentation component. Figure 4 shows the augmented big data analytical
model we employed for TRS.
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4.2. Prototype Development

In this section, we describe the prototype development of a thematic TRS using
our proposed augmented big data analytical model. The goal is to take into account
user preferences, dynamic contexts, required activities, lifestyle experiences, and practical
concerns (e.g., cost and distance) to identify and recommend the most suitable set of
destinations with a best fit. Such a system would demonstrate a vast improvement in the
recommender systems used in the existing commercial systems that focus primarily on
tourist attractions offered around packaged destinations that lack meeting the user-centered
and context-driven requirements. Furthermore, a single data source is not sufficient to get
a holistic rich information about any travel destination.

To overcome the abovementioned drawbacks in existing systems, we develop a proto-
type of our proposed TRS using the augmented big data analytics model by considering
five major categories of data types coming from user-centered and context-driven input
sources or themes: (i) images, (ii) reviews, (iii) climate, (iv) social media, and (v) location.
We make use of information related to destinations such as images of natural surroundings,
reviews on various tourist activities, climate based on history of weather reports, social
media content from recent events and global news, and location with geospatial distance
measures and user-centric travel constraints. We describe the application of our proposed
model in each of these categories of data sources by employing intelligent analytical tech-
niques and state-of-the-art technologies for achieving an enhanced thematic TRS. Figure 5
gives an overview of our augmented content/feature-based recommendation system for
the prototype development of our thematic TRS.
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We selected 81 destinations covering 12 different Asian countries for the prototype
development. For the natural information category, we included images of mountain,
forest, beach, city, and village surrounding each destination. For the reviews category, we
included activities on wildlife, hiking, cruise, snorkeling, water sports, spa, night life, and
family friendly aspects. Three climate indicators (hot and humid, rainy, and cold) were
derived from various weather parameters, and sentiment scores were developed for recent
events and global news that could have an impact on travel to the destinations.

We provide an overview of the big data analytics process flow adopted for each theme
available under the categories of images, reviews, climate, social media, and location for
the prototype development of TRS. We describe three key steps (data collection, data
ingestion, and data analytics) adopted for each of these five themes for developing the
prototype. Lastly, we demonstrate the process of integrating these individual components
into an augmented recommendation system for outputting the top three recommended
destinations that are aligned closely with user preferences. We employed GitHub and other
online public repositories for this purpose. The details of the prototype development are
given below.

(i) Big Data Analytics of Images for Thematic TRS
An overview of the main stages involved in processing image data in the augmented

analytical modeling of our proposed TRS model is provided in Figure 6. Details of the
different steps are given subsequently.
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(a) Data collection
We employed Python programs to scrape images related to mountain, beach, forest,

city, and village from public repositories and portals. These images were preprocessed
to extract the features into a training dataset, which was required for deep learning and
further processing.

(b) Data ingestion
Using Hadoop, we performed data ingestion of image datasets that were normalized,

and operations such as rotation, vertical flip, zoom, or channel shift were employed for
data transformation. These included data augmentation with weights for transfer learning
from public datasets such as Imagenet using Python and Keras.

(c) Data analytics
The data analytics step was developed using the supercomputing infrastructure of

National Supercomputing Center Singapore (NSCC), along with publicly available re-
sources such as Keras, Tensorflow, ResNet50, and Google Colab. For transfer learning of
the Imagenet in Keras, all convolutional neural network (CNN) layers were used. A deep
learning ResNet CNN model was developed in Python with the transfer learning approach
to divide image datasets into five categories *mountain, beach, forest, city, and village),
with weights to extract the image features, replacing the top layers into a flattened layer,
and a neural network layer for prediction. Our model was trained with about 200 images
for each category. The destination images were classified using the trained CNN model to
get probabilities of each attribute for each destination.

The model training involved, firstly, freezing all CNN layers to train only the top
layers for two epochs. Next, unfreezing all CNN layers was performed to train the whole
model using a very small learning rate along with fine-tuning of the weights for 10 epochs.
By maintaining the latest model with weights after each epoch, we compare according
to the best validation accuracy to arrive at the best model and weights with the highest
accuracy. Our final model achieved a high validation accuracy of 96.94 %. Furthermore,
prediction of the destination category based on attributes identified in the images was
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used to provide insights on the dominant natural features of the destination. For instance,
the results achieved from Table 4 show that, for Bali, the order of predictions was beach >
village > mountain, while, for Chengdu, the order of prediction was city > village, which
was successfully validated.

Table 4. Prediction of destination categories using CNN Model.

Destination Mountain Beach Forest City Village
Agra 0 0 0.0625 0.9375 0

Amristar 0 0.10526315789473684 0 0.8421052631578947 0.05263157894736842
Bagan 0.4117647058823529 0.11764705882352941 0 0.4117647058823529 0.058823529411764705

Bali 0 0.6666666666666666 0 0.0666666666666667 0.26666666666666666
BandaAceh 0.05 0.35 0.05 0.35 0.2

Bandung 0.125 0 0.0625 0.5625 0.25
Battambang 0 0.21052631578947367 0.15789473684210525 0.3684210526315789 0.2631578947368421

Beijing 0 0.2 0 0.8 0
Bhaktapur 0 0 0 1.0 0

Bintan 0.058823529411764705 0.6470588235294118 0 0.058823529411764705 0.23529411764705882
Boracay 0 0.8333333333333334 0.08333333333333333 0 0.08333333333333333

CebuCity 0 0.1 0 0.7 0.2
Chengdu 0 0 0 0.85 0.15

(ii) Big Data Analytics of Reviews for Thematic TRS
An overview of the analytical modeling for processing destination reviews in the

thematic TRS prototype development is shown in Figure 7. Details of the different steps
are summarized subsequently.
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Beijing 0 0.2 0 0.8 0 
Bhaktapur 0 0 0 1.0 0 

Bintan 0.05882352941176470
5 

0.6470588235294118 0 0.05882352941176470
5 

0.23529411764705882

Boracay 0 0.8333333333333334 0.0833333333333333
3 

0 0.08333333333333333

CebuCity 0 0.1 0 0.7 0.2 
Chengdu 0 0 0 0.85 0.15 

(ii) Big Data Analytics of Reviews for Thematic TRS  
An overview of the analytical modeling for processing destination reviews in the the-

matic TRS prototype development is shown in Figure 7. Details of the different steps are 
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(a) Data collection
We extracted reviews from web portals such as TripAdvisor for the destinations as

JSON files using Python programs as given in Figure 8.
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A combination of tools such as Java, Scala, Spark, and Hadoop were adopted, and the
environment variables were configured for further data processing.

(b) Data ingestion
In the data ingestion step, a customized data dictionary of keywords (Figure 10)

from reviews characterizing each destination attribute was imported as a Spark resilient
distributed dataset (RDD).
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(c) Data analytics
A count of the activities was created with two user-defined functions (UDFs) that

measured the number of JSON files and the count of keywords extracted from the reviews.
A screenshot shown in Figure 11 provides samples of these.
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In the data analytics step, the proportion of each activity in terms of importance and
relevance was derived from reviews, and a summary of outputs is given in Figure 12 as an
illustration.
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(iii) Big Data Analytics of Climate Information for Thematic TRS.
An overview of the analytical modeling adopted for processing a travel destination’s

climate information is shown in Figure 13. Details of the different steps are described
subsequently.
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(a) Data collection
We considered publicly available climate information for various destinations in the

world with historical data, in some cases dating back to 1929. We included appropriate
data sources for climate data websites such as tutiempo.net/that contain historical weather
data collected on a daily basis. Various data fields such as temperature, pressure, humid-
ity, precipitation, and wind speed were scraped from the website. Data cleansing and
standardization in terms of data format and string symbols were performed for further
processing.

(b) Data ingestion
In the data ingestion step, the cleaned climate dataset was uploaded into HDFS using

Scala IDE to create a schema of 20 data fields representing various climate information, as
Figure 14.
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(c) Data analytics
Statistical software tools were used to address missing data merge and to recalibrate

the data range for arriving at an overview of the climate data and distribution for each
destination to enable data analysis on a monthly basis. Figure 15 provides a sample output
showing a normalized summary of climate data of a travel destination for each month.
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For the prototype development, we focused on three climate indicators (temperature,
humidity and precipitation) and applied time series modeling using packages such as the
Cloudera Spark Time Series package and naïve forecast techniques for weather forecast. Us-
ing Apache Zeppelin, the data analytics of monthly temperature of an example destination,
Kutchan-cho, could be visualized, as shown in Figure 16.
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(iv) Big Data Analytics of Social Media Information for Thematic TRS
An overview of the analytical modeling used in our thematic TRS prototype develop-

ment for processing social media information from websites such as Twitter is shown in
Figure 17. Details of the different steps are captured subsequently.
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Figure 17. Big data analytics of social media information for thematic TRS.

(a) Data collection
We employed Apache Flume and Rapid Miner software tools to generate Twitter data

files. Rapid Miner Studio was used to create a process to manage connections with Twitter
messages or Tweets.

(b) Data ingestion
We employed Apache Flume for data ingestion of tweets into the HDFS path of

the Hadoop storage system. Twitter data files were fetched using the consumer key,
consumer access token, and access token secret code. Figure 18 shows the data ingestion
configuration file.
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(c) Data analytics
In the data analytics step, we used the Rapid Miner Radoop extension feature to

directly interact with the Hadoop machine as shown in Figure 19. In this way, we avoided
the complexity of data preparation and machine learning on Hadoop and Spark. Hive
scripts were used to create destination-wise tables of tweets, as shown in Figure 20. We
used AFINN, a dictionary consisting of 2500 English words rated from +5 to −5 depending
on their meaning, for calculating the sentiments and for performing sentiment analysis
of the tweets for each travel destination. For this purpose, user-defined table generating
functions (UDTFs) were used to find tweet sentiments and summarize them as a score. The
average rating of each tweet was calculated, and the scores were normalized.
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(v) Big Data Analytics of Location Information for Thematic TRS
Location information, such as latitude and longitude of a travel destination, is pre-

dominantly static. However, we provide the data processing adopted for the prototype
development using location-based information for our proposed thematic TRS.

(a) Data collection
The static information about the location of each travel destination was readily avail-

able from public sources and was used for calculating pairwise distance measures. However,
other dynamic information such as cost per night stay at a location and the travel costs and
time of journey between locations were required to meet the traveler’s requirements within
various constraints.

(b) Data ingestion
Data ingestion of various static and dynamic information related to the location of

destinations and traveler requirements and constraints was performed using the Hadoop
user interface (HUE). The features of HUE were used to effectively explore and analyze data.

(c) Data analytics
The pairwise distance measure was calculated between each pair of destinations using

the following set of formulas:

a = sin2(∆ϕ/2) + cos ϕ1 · cos ϕ2 · sin2(∆λ/2), (1)

c = 2 · atan2(
√

a,
√

(1−a)), (2)

d = R · (π−c), (3)

where ϕ denotes the latitude, λ denotes the longitude, R is the Earth’s radius (mean
radius = 6371 km), and the angles for the trigonometric functions are in radians. Flight
durations could also be calculated assuming an average 800 km/h speed of aircrafts.
However, these could be obtained dynamically on the basis of the total time taken by
each flight carrier, which could vary in actual instances. The actual flight timings and the
availability of direct flights or connecting flights, as well as costs associated with different
times of day, were processed. We restricted our model testing to only Asian destinations
for the prototype development.

5. Results and Discussion

The outputs generated from the big data analytical models of the five themes of travel
data (images, reviews, climate, location, and social media) were integrated in the prototype
development of our thematic TRS, as shown in Figure 21.
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For our prototype development, we successfully implemented the integration of big
data analytics of natural information from images with five geographic features, reviews
of at least eight activities, monthly weather forecast for hot and humid, cold, and rainy
climate, social media-based sentiment summaries, and location features including distance,
cost, and description of 81 different travel destinations. For the integration module, Spark
and Scala were employed, and quality checks were performed to ensure correctness in
features and logical values derived and predicted using each dataset. Figure 22 gives an
illustrative summary of the integrated data derived from the five thematic data analytics.
The green cells with a value of 1 indicate the positive match of the destination’s theme with
user’s preference, while red cells with a value 0 represent a negative match.
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Lastly, Figure 23 shows the prototype’s front-end interface for user input and the
thematic TRS output displaying the top three recommendation of destinations for the user.
Figure 24 shows the output when a user search was made with preferences through the
user interface, as shown for beaches within a 4 h flight time from Singapore. The user
preferences were for water sports and snorkeling, with no activities related to mountains,
village, wildlife, or hiking.
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Figure 23. User input and thematic TRS output.

Our prototype development demonstrates a successful application of our proposed
thematic TRS using augmented big data analytics as a pilot conceptualization of our model
in our ongoing study in this domain. Among the five augmented big data analytical models
employed in this study, the image-based prediction models performed well, achieving a
high 97% accuracy based on the validation datasets and not specific to the limited destina-
tions considered for the prototype development. On the other hand, custom dictionaries
built for processing reviews on each activity require enhancements to achieve more robust
and customized results in future. For instance, on the basis of the user preferences and
ranking, the recommendations algorithm was able to mine various options. The model
used WikiTravel content management system to also crosscheck details such as landmarks
and preferences. Two sample suggestions produced are listed in Figures 25 and 26. The
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search was performed for beaches within 4-h flight time from Singapore for water sports
and snorkeling, along with a user preference for no mountains, village, wildlife, or hiking.
The most valued option “Havelock” is a picturesque natural paradise with beautiful white
sandy beaches, rich coral reefs, and lush green forest. It is one of the populated islands in
the Andaman group. While there are many beaches within 4 h reach, beyond the water
sports requirements, Havelock also notably and uniquely satisfies the no preference list.
Thus, the proposed recommender system opens new opportunities for matching person-
alized requirements when retrieving information on the Internet about various popular
destinations.
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In a second example, the search was for family-friendly places within 5 h of flight time
from Jiuzhaigou, China, which have a forest and offer a village life experience. Sauraha was
a surprise suggestion, as the description of a village is only present in WikiTravel, whereas
all other descriptions mention it as a town. However, the algorithm intelligently used text
mining, searching, indexing, and weight techniques to present the destination as one of the
top suggestions. Thus, the search space of the algorithm is guided by user preference, as
well as users’ ranking.
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In this prototype, we focused on creating an end-to-end pipeline first before expanding
the datasets, which would impact the runtime within the cluster significantly. Additionally,
categories created on the basis of landscape, natural information (e.g., historic place), and
activities helped the recommendation model to provide more options. A cautionary task
for the data engineers was to ensure objective and exclusive definition of such categories
did not overlap, making the overall recommendation process confusing. This was possible
for the selected cleansed dataset, but more munging processes would be required for larger
datasets. In addition, reliability of the distributed data storage system could be studied as
future work [66]. Optimization of our algorithm can also be considered to recognize the
design parameters in an optimal way [67].

5.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Model

There are several pros and cons of recommender systems based on the machine learn-
ing algorithms of the model adopted. We list below the key advantages and disadvantages
of our proposed model for travel recommendation systems through a thorough analysis of
our working prototype.

5.1.1. Advantages

• Accuracy: The ratio of user specifications and destination recommendation is typically
responsible for the accuracy of travel recommendation system. Our model uses user
preferences, ranking of feature choices, and ranking among destinations based on
popularity scores from similarity analysis. Such factors directly contribute to better
accuracy.

• Efficiency: Efficiency in terms of memory and computational power also depends
upon ratio of users and destinations. Hence, if the number of users exceeds the number
of destinations, which can happen in most of the tourism recommendation cases, our
proposed destination-based recommendations are more reliable in terms of memory
and time required to process.

• Stability: Stability of recommendation is related to occurrence and change in the num-
ber of users and destinations in the system over time. Although the user population
grows over time, the number of destinations remains fairly stable. This helps in fo-
cused recommendation with the only expansion made to the feature sets processed by
the model.

5.1.2. Disadvantages

• Limited features: The current recommendation model is limited in prototype imple-
mentation by the content made available with the features and the type of features
of suggested destinations. Domain knowledge is also crucial to make a recommenda-
tion. For example, making a destination recommendation requires knowledge beyond
images, WikiTravel, and social media review comments.

• Weighted functions: The recommender model uses weighted linear functions for
various ranking selection and produces suggestions for destinations by aggregating
the output ranks of all destinations. This increases the complexity in the model, burden
on the various query parameters, and processing time.

5.2. Nonfunctional Characteristics

Most machine learning recommender models are developed as functional agents.
Spark agents can be packaged and distributed throughout the cluster in easy and nonintru-
sive ways. While functional characteristics of systems are important, we also considered
nonfunctional characteristics for prototype development, as they become critical for real-
life deployments in order to make the system affordable, easy to use, and accessible. Key
nonfunctional characteristics of our prototype and their limitations are listed below.

• Scalability: In the Hadoop CDH platform used, the size of clusters and the volume of
data are the influencing parameters for query performance. Typically, adding more
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cluster capacity reduces problems due to constraints such as memory limits or disk
throughput. On the other hand, larger clusters are more likely to have other kinds of
scalability issues, such as a single slow node that causes performance problems for
queries. The prototype was limited to testing the recommendation performance in a
distributed cluster of one master node.

• Runtime: The Cloudera Runtime 7.1.4 distribution comprises Hadoop, HBase, Hive,
Kafka, Knox, Kudu, Oozie, Parquet, Solr, Spark, Sqoop, and Zeppelin.

• Memory: The prototype used 16 GB of RAM and 40 GB of disk space.
• The Cloudera Manager 5.4.0 sensitive data redaction feature addresses the “leakage”

of sensitive information into channels unrelated to the flow of data, but not the data
stream itself.

The hybrid recommender was built using various Spark models such as naïve Bayes
multiclass classifier with an algorithmic complexity of O(d × c), where d is the feature set,
and c is the number of classes in classifier; the trigonometric functions were employed with
algorithmic complexity of O(n), where n is the size of data. Deep learning convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and time series were adopted with algorithmic complexity of
O(n). Lastly, NLP with sentiment scores using AFINN (sentiment analysis developed by
Finn Årup Nielsen) was applied constantly for large datasets. Optimization and in-depth
statistical analyses will be considered in future studies in this ongoing research.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed a thematic TRS using an augmented big data analytics model
and developed a prototype to demonstrate its practical implementation. It involved the
integration of prediction models developed for four main themes, namely, images, reviews,
climate, and social media related to destinations, along with the location-based constraints
and user preferences. As a pilot study, the TRS implemented with state-of-the-art big data
infrastructure provided promising results by suggesting the top three recommendations
based on user contexts. In this pilot study, we focused more on creating an end-to-end
pipeline for big data analytics before expanding on the datasets for comprehensive testing.
We formulated the experimental hypothesis such that the proposed personalized and
ranked requirements are to be collected from the user, which are then used along with
unstructured travel content and contextual information. We found that our approach
improved the recommendation performance compared to other state-of-the-art models in
terms of accuracy, alternatives, and precision. The results obtained from experiments on
crawled and curated datasets confirmed this.

As part of future work on this topic, an immediate extension will be to use more data
to improve each of the prediction models. Additionally, more categories or more items
under each category can be created regarding travel and tourism, particularly social media
peer review and the user’s past behavior/preferences. Even though the prototype does not
fully constitute the hypothesized effectiveness, the following steps will be considered in
the future to further improve the quality of recommendations:

• Collect more data and test the scalability of the model. Despite implementing the
prototype in the Hadoop cluster and using an in-memory framework such as Apache
Spark, scalability can be improved by extending the system into a standard platform
hosting such as Kubernetes;

• Incorporate more location-sensitive and context-aware information to be processed in
the current recommender pipeline;

• Enhance the text mining approach currently implemented by using an explicit semantic
analytics model;

• Include more unstructured content beyond WikiTravel such as YouTube backpacker
video analytics, TripAdvisor reviews, Wikipedia, and other social media comments
or reviews.
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